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Tree species largely differ in the amount of annual stem growth explained by current-year
conditions. Historic conditions have been shown to additionally explain a significant
fraction of the unexplained variance. So far there is no mechanism described explaining
why species differ in such legacy effects, obscuring our understanding of species
differences in annual stem growth responses to climate. We present a generic conceptual
view on key processes determining stem growth. We link current and historic conditions
and their impacts on growth by considering the lifetime of functional organs (leaves and
sapwood) and reserves (carbon pool) as a way to quantify legacy effects. We propose
how tree species with long organ lifetimes are determined by longer periods of historic
conditions than species with short organ lifetimes, and why these species differ in their
responses to current conditions. We investigated the hypothesis that including lifetime as
variable in a process-based tree model allows for explaining different growth responses
to current-year conditions. We show that species with short organ and reserve lifetimes
are more sensitive to—and better track—current environmental conditions and therefore
respond more strongly to current conditions than species with long lifetimes. Instead, the
species with longer organ lifetimes respond more strongly to historic conditions and thus
buffer their growth responses to current conditions. We propose the impact of historic
environmental conditions being controlled by organ and reserve lifetimes and partially
explaining the strength of legacy effects and the explanatory power of current-year
environmental conditions on stem growth of different species.
Keywords: legacy effect, organ lifespan, carry-over effect, ecological memory, tree growth, time-lag, acquisitive
vs. conservative species

PAST CONDITIONS MATTER
Variation in stem growth amongst trees, or within the same trees between different years,
is driven by a complex of factors, including internal control mechanisms and external
environmental variation over multiple years (Monson et al., 2006; Guada et al., 2016). Many
studies have shown direct impacts of current environmental conditions on stem growth rates,
for example that dry conditions reduce annual stem growth in tree species from temperate
(e.g., Weemstra et al., 2013) or tropical forests (e.g., Schippers et al., 2015a). Yet, the annual
variation in stem growth of trees is usually explained by 20–40% from the current-year
conditions only (Anderegg et al., 2015; Ogle et al., 2015). The term “legacy effect” (also “carryover effect,” “time-lag effect,” or “ecological memory effect”) has been used to describe the
altered responses of plant growth to current conditions by conditions in the past, which is
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the proposed concept could also be adapted for species with
indeterminate bud growth, reported e.g., for eucalypts. In such
cases, however, a potential carry-over effect via buds would be
reduced to a much shorter timespan than 1 year covering the
period between building the buds and flushing.

proposed to explain at least some of the additional growth
variation (Fritts, 1966; Druckenbrod, 2005; Eilmann and Rigling,
2012; Chave, 2013; Levesque et al., 2016).
A recent study very convincingly quantified the legacy effect
in plants with a stochastic modeling approach, including timedependent exogenous and endogenous processes—inter alia—
in trees (Ogle et al., 2015). As an example, stem growth was
found to be influenced by precipitation over up to 4 years
back in time attributing a much higher explanatory power to
precipitation received 1–2 years ago than to the one of the current
year. Additionally, the precipitation response was altered by
temperature and other environmental variables during the same
period. Including legacy effects improved the ability to predict the
response variations of growth from below 50% to over 70%, and
thus emphasizes the impact of historical conditions in observed
growth rates.

Leaves
Leaves remain functional for several months in deciduous trees
and up to multiple years in evergreen trees, depending on the
species (Kikuzawa and Lechowicz, 2011). The lifetime of leaves
has not only a direct effect on a quick or slow return of investment
of nutrients and dry mass (Wright et al., 2004), it is further
coupled to year-specific functional leaf traits depending on the
historic environmental conditions under which the leaves where
built. Spruce trees for example are reported to carry needles
on the same branch that were produced over more than 10
successive years (Kayama et al., 2007) and also evergreen broadleafed trees maintain their leaves for more than one season. In
those species, the total of all leaves and its performance is a
product from several years with each year producing different
leaf characteristics like the leaf shape, the leaf thickness, the leaf
area, and the distribution of leaves on the new shoots and also
within the crown. In this way, any leaf cohort contributes to the
current assimilation and transpiration—and finally to the growth
performance—with (slightly) different responses to the current
conditions due to its historic background. Thus, the leaves build
another direct link to the past. The longer the leaves live the
more years back in time contribute to the current physiological
performance of an entire crown. Evergreen tree species with
long leaf-lifetimes are consequently considered to have a much
stronger legacy effect via the leaves to the stem growth than
deciduous species.

WHAT LINKS CURRENT PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES TO HISTORIC CONDITIONS?
Both, empirical and modeling studies have shown that history
matters in explaining growth over time (Anderegg et al.,
2015; Fleta-Soriano and Munne-Bosch, 2016), but a conceptual
framework allowing to implement legacy effects in processoriented, mechanistic models is still missing. To put it differently,
we can ask where in a tree the information of past conditions
takes shape, how can it be quantified, and how does it influence
the tree’s growth in response to current conditions?
We start from the idea that the entire architecture of a tree
including, all its organs and reserves, is the expression of past
conditions and consequently influences the actual performance
of a tree. However, to understand the respective functional links
between these structures and the current stem growth, we need
to break this general idea down to specific tissues carrying
information from the past to the present. We can think of at
least four structures which potentially serve as locations for
historic information and which can be directly linked to growth
processes: the buds, the leaves, the sapwood, and the stored
carbon reserves (Figure 1). We distinguish between resource
allocation structures, i.e., organs such as buds, leaves, and the
sapwood, and a reserve storage location for carbon located in
manifold above- and below-ground organs over the entire tree.

Sapwood
Sapwood, another essential resource allocation structure, is
usually maintained for more than one year. Oak species, however,
belong to the group of ring-porous species with the smallest
amount of active tree rings, whereas other broad-leaf species
such as beech, and most conifers keep their old sapwood for
many years, up to decades (Cermak et al., 1992). These latter
species thus have a sapwood structure built and adjusted to the
conditions over many years of the past. A wide range of sapwood
lifetimes is also found in the tropics where tree species vary
in sapwood age ranging from a few years to multiple decades
(Van Der Sande et al., 2015). Every year produces a new ring
of sapwood with (slightly) different traits including the sapwood
area but also its functional characteristics like the hydraulic
conductance. All functional tree rings together determine the
efficiency of the water transport under the current conditions.
In this work, we interpret sapwood as the functional wood along
the pathway from the roots up to the twigs. Consequently, the
overall quality and quantity of this organ depends on every single
year the individual rings were built, and the more years that are
involved the longer is the period and its respective conditions
determining the physiological response to the current conditions
analog to the argumentation about the leaves.

Buds
Buds fully rely on conditions of the period when they are built
and they carry this information, i.e., the max number of leaves
or the maximum leaf area (Yang and Midmore, 2005), on to
the presence with new shoots in a tree. Buds are thus one of
the locations in a tree where past endogenous and exogenous
conditions are turned into a physical structure determining the
current tree performance in terms of building new leaf area
(Dobbertin et al., 2010) and later on in terms of gas exchange and
via the subtly balanced leaf-to-sapwood ratio also stem growth
(Zweifel et al., 2006; Schippers et al., 2015b; Sterck and Zweifel,
2016; Fan et al., 2017). In the following modeling scenarios,
we deal with trees that build buds only once per year but
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FIGURE 1 | A conceptual, process-oriented model for the performance of trees in a dynamic environment capturing key processes underlying stem growth. Pre-set
status of buds, leaves, sapwood, and carbon reserves are the starting points of the iterative simulations with a 1-year time step. Processes respond to current
environmental conditions altered by these status, i.e., trait qualities gathered over the respective lifetimes of organs and reserve. Lifetimes define the longevity of the
respective structures but also the fraction of them that is abandoned every year. The status of leaves (e.g., leaf area, photosynthetic capacity), buds (e.g., bud size,
vernation), sapwood (e.g., sapwood area, hydraulic conductance), and carbon reserves (e.g., quantity, availability) are assumed to be constant during the dormancy
period. In fact, this dormancy period could refer to winters in temperate zones and dry periods in tropical zones. In environments with no dormancy period, the
dormancy period reduces to zero and the model assumes a full annual cycle with an arbitrary start and end date. Arrows refer to positive functional cause-effect
relationships in the direction of the arrow. Stem growth is determined by the status of the environment (arrow 10), the leaves (6), the leaf growth (7), the carbon
reserves (8), and the sapwood (9). We assume that the environmental conditions determine the water relations and assimilation processes in trees without delay (1, 5,
10, 13), meaning that these processes are closely linked to the status of the environmental conditions. Rich environmental conditions can thus be interpreted as high
assimilation rates, good water supply, and thus high turgor pressure that allows for growth. Impacts of the leaves (6) and current year leaf growth (7) on the stem
growth can be interpreted as being coupled in the signaling via the plant hormone auxin, which is produced in the crown and stimulates stem growth (Dengler, 2001;
Zweifel et al., 2006). Sapwood status like sapwood area and conductance (9) contributes to the efficiency of water transport and support growth. And finally the
carbon reserves, respectively, their quantity and availability (8) are reported to be a driver for growth, since actual growth hardly ever is directly fed by actual
assimilation only (Hoch et al., 2003; Gessler and Treydte, 2016).

Carbon

the current physiological performance of a tree dependent on the
years involved in building it up, analog to the organs discussed
above. In line with this argumentation, we assume that different
environmental conditions of the past affect the amount and
availability of the stored carbon and as such the actual stem
growth in trees (Martinez-Vilalta et al., 2016; Galiano et al., 2017).

Carbon is assimilated in leaves and other organs containing
chlorophyll (Vandegehuchte et al., 2015) and is redistributed
and used within a plant for, e.g., respiration to maintain the
physiological processes in living cells or the construction of new
cells, i.e., growth. However, carbon is also stored in organs all
over the tree (Monson et al., 2006; Martinez-Vilalta et al., 2016;
Galiano et al., 2017). Recent studies have shown that the age of
stored carbon extents to multiple decades (Carbone et al., 2013;
Richardson et al., 2013, 2015; Gessler and Treydte, 2016). Further,
it has been shown that the current year biomass is only partially
built of current year assimilates, the rest is taken from internal
carbon pools (Hoch et al., 2003). This means that conditions
over years or even decades shape the stored carbon quantity, its
distribution within a tree, and its accessibility. Thus, we can think
of different qualities and quantities of the carbon pool serving
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LIFETIMES OF ORGANS AND RESERVES
Key to the above-mentioned reflections about where in a
tree past conditions get stored and how they determine the
current physiological performance, e.g., growth, is the lifetime
of organs and reserves. The longer the lifetime is the stronger—
we hypothesize—is the impact of historic conditions on the
current physiological response and the more decoupled are
growth responses from current-year conditions. We thus ask
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FIGURE 2 | Scenario simulation #1:25 twenty-year periods with randomly set environmental conditions and the respective stem growth performances to test the
explanatory power of current-year environmental condition on stem growth. (A) Example for one of these 20-year periods showing the environmental conditions (blue
dots) and the stem growth performances for a model species with long organ and reserve lifetimes (10 years each, dotted line, conservative species) and a species
with short organ and reserve lifetimes (1 year each, black line, acquisitive species). (B) Explanatory power of the current-year environmental conditions for stem
growth is significantly higher for the acquisitive species (mean adj.R2 = 0.58) than for the conservative species [adj.R2 = 0.28; p << 0.001, Welch two sample t-test
of 25 adj.R2 -values obtained from linear models between environmental conditions and stem growth; an initial Shapiro–Wilk normality test showed normal distribution
of stem growth data for acquisitive and conservative species (R Core Team, 2016)].

The model simulates the key processes in one-year steps
from the status of buds, leaves, sapwood, and carbon reserves in
spring leading to new status of all the components in autumn.
Stem growth in the model directly depends on the status of
environmental conditions (arrow #10 in Figure 1), leaves (#5 and
6), carbon reserves (#8), and sapwood (#9). Tree water related
processes, i.e., stomatal regulation, transpiration, sapflow, and
water storage processes are included in the arrow #10 because
these processes are assumed to be closely linked to environmental
conditions and not inducing own response delays in growth on
an annual resolution. The same is assumed to be true for the
carbon assimilation which also runs in parallel with the status
of the environment. Therefore, rich environmental conditions
(favorable for supporting an efficient water transport and a high
assimilation) are interpreted as high carbon uptake, good water
supply, and thus high turgor pressure in the cambium allowing
for growth. The hydraulics of a tree are additionally covered via
the organ sapwood. As discussed above, the status of the sapwood
is closely linked to the hydraulic conductance and contributes to
the efficiency of the water transport, lowers the risk of increasing
tree water deficits, supports high turgor pressure in the cambium,
and thus growth. The impact of sapwood and thus hydraulics
on stem growth is altered by the sapwood lifetime. Further,
the impact of the leaves (#5) and current year leaf growth (#6)
on stem growth can be interpreted as signaling via the plant
hormone auxin, which is produced in the crown and stimulates
stem growth (Dengler, 2001; Zweifel et al., 2006). And finally, the
carbon reserves status (quantity or availability) is reported to be
a driver for growth, since actual growth hardly ever is directly
fed by actual assimilation only (Hoch et al., 2003; Gessler and
Treydte, 2016).
In the approach used here, we quantify environmental
conditions (from poor to rich), the status of organs and reserves
(from low to high), and the performance of growth (from below

whether the variable “lifetime,” which is quantifiable for every
organ and reserve, can be used to additionally explain speciesspecific growth responses to current conditions and thus give the
reported statistical evidence for the impact of historic conditions
a direct link to tree physiology. The lifetime of organs and
reserves directly defines how long historically built traits remain
in the system and consequently over what time structures from
the past can affect current (growth) performances. Further the
variable “lifetime” not only determines over how many years
functional structures are accumulated but also the fraction of
this structure that is lost every year. For example, a tree with a
sapwood lifetime of 5 years replaces 20% of its structure every
year, the rest remains functional. This means, that the impact
of the current year’s sapwood growth performance on the total
physiological tree (water relations) performance should be less
in trees with a longer sapwood lifetime. A similar argumentation
can be followed for the other organs and reserves carrying over
information from multiple years to the present.

A CONCEPTUAL GROWTH MODEL
In order to test our ideas, we developed a conceptual growth
model including the variable “lifetime” for the discussed organs
and reserves. The model presented here is neither able to cover
any possible interaction between environment and physiological
responses nor being complete in terms of potential components
involved. However, the model proposed here summarizes a
number of whole tree key processes underlying stem growth
(Figure 1) and is supposed to be able to catch the main dynamics
of physiological processes related to it. Our conceptual model
represents a functional network that simulates stem growth from
a tree status, where the tree status results from long-term positive
and negative impacts of the environment on organ and reserve
production and on species-specific organ lifetimes.
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FIGURE 3 | Scenario simulations #2 and #3 of annual performance responses of organs, reserves, and growth of trees with (A,B) acquisitive traits (short lifetimes of
leaves, sapwood, and carbon reserves; weak legacy effect) and (C,D) conservative traits (long lifetimes; strong legacy effect) over time. The environmental conditions
(blue dots) as well as all biological variables can deviate from average conditions (resp. size) and can vary between poor (resp. small or low) and rich (resp. large or
high). The scenario #2 (A,C) simulates the tree’s response to a period of 20 rich years, followed by 20 poor years and the return to 20 rich years. The scenario #3
(B,D) simulates an increasing frequency of poor years for trees living in an environment with generally rich conditions. Any value for organs (bud size, leaf area, sap
wood area), reserves (carbon), and annual increment in stem growth above average means a response which indicates a good performance whereas values below
average indicate a bad performance.

Ecologically, we can further associate (2) the relative status
of organs with the size and the functional performance of
organs as the size and number of buds, the total leaf area and
photosynthetic- and transpiration capacity of leaves, the sapwood
area, and the availability of carbon reserves for growth; and (3)
the performance of relative growth as low to high growth rates
compared to an average norm growth rate. The organs in the
model are parameterized for their respective lifetimes.
Central idea of such analyses include viewing a system as a
network of interrelated effects, and leading to emergent output
of the system as a whole (Vester, 1999). The model output
depends as much on the assumed network of interactions as on
the functions themselves. In our case this means that functional
relationships between environment, organ and reserve status,
and growth, i.e., the processes displayed as arrows with numbers
in Figure 1, are determined by positive or negative linear
relationships combined with weighting factors when several
functions (arrows) point to the same status of organs or reserves
or to the same organ growth.

average to above average) on a relative scale, from −1 to 1.
The model simulates the response of an individual tree. A
value of zero means an average environment, status or growth
performance. A tree growth performance of zero can be seen
as the reference performance, i.e., the performance of a control
tree under average conditions. Ecologically, we can associate
(1) a poor environment with suboptimal levels of resources for
an individual tree and a rich environment with optimal levels
of resources. Consequently, the environmental condition “rich”
can also mean relatively low temperature, relatively low nutrient
availability or even a certain degree of drought because the
individual tree simulated is best adapted to these conditions. In
this sense, rich means that the conditions are at an optimum
for this particular tree individual to physiologically perform
best, independent of specific resource values. Generally, rich
conditions are not identical for all species (or even individuals)
at a certain location, particularly when considering speciesspecific environmental growth niches under naturally occurring
competition (see also Korner, 2003).
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conservative tree species (Diaz et al., 2016). In this paper, we
use the terms acquisitive and conservative species to indicate
species that generally differ in lifetimes of organs and reserves,
whereas other trait differences (e.g., in leaf photosynthesis) are
not considered. Further we do not consider trait changes of
historic tissue over time. This simplification may not reflect the
total trait spectrum of species, but allows for evaluating the
consequences of a key trait (organ and reserve lifetime) for legacy
effects on stem growth. Species belonging to these two functional
groups with different strategies therefore differ in the niches they
occupy (e.g., Sterck et al., 2006, 2014), but the impact of dynamic
conditions are rarely considered for them.
In order to investigate the response of the two different
parameterizations, three scenarios were run, each with its own
sequence of environmental conditions. In the first scenario,
random environmental conditions (25 twenty-year periods) were
used to simulate the growth responses of trees with short
and long organ lifetimes in order to quantify how much of
the growth response is statistically explicable with current-year
environmental conditions (Figure 2).
In the second scenario, trees encounter continuous rich
and poor conditions over relatively long periods (20 years)
(Figures 3A,C). The scenario allows us to evaluate the stable
“equilibrium” status of acquisitive and conservative species under
contrasting (rich and poor) conditions.
And finally, the third scenario mimics an increasing frequency
of (extreme) poor years (Figures 3B,D) over a total period of 60
years. It may show how trees respond when they more frequently
encounter poor years (e.g., drought) as predicted for this century
of global change (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2014). For more details about functions and parameterizations of
the model for the respective scenarios we refer to (Methods S1,
S2, Table S1).

FIGURE 4 | Simulation of the general relationship between lifetimes of leaves,
sapwood, and stored reserves and the delay in stem growth [in years]. The
stem growth delay is related to lifetimes of organs and reserve and additionally
altered by the weighting factors for environmental (exogenous conditions) and
endogenous conditions. Increasing the weight of exogenous conditions
shortens the growth delay, whereas increasing the weight of endogenous
conditions extends it. The black line shows the model parameterization used
for the results presented in Figures 2, 3, the gray shadow shows the range of
responses when varying the weighting factors (see also Table S1). Acquisitive
species are assumed to have short organ and reserve lifetimes and
consequently short stem growth delays which means that this species
undergoes only weak legacy effects. At the other end of the scale, we propose
to find the conservative species with long lifetimes, long growth response
delays, and consequently undergoing strong legacy effects.

Despite the fact that there are linear functions used only (for
arrows with numbers in Figure 1) and the model is not based on
mass- and energy-balances, this system analytical framework can
catch non-linear responses of the analyzed system to changing
environment. We adopted this approach because it provides
a flexible tool to explore the consequences of dynamics in
environmental conditions on tree status and stem growth, via
the anatomical and physiological memory as it is captured by
the lifetimes of organs and reserves. The approach is particularly
strong in detecting time-lags when comparing trees that differ
in organ lifetimes. Moreover, for basic explorations for this
perspective, we consider the responses of trees and impacts of
environment in a relative, generic way, with possible, ample
application for different trees exposed to different environmental
limitations (Figure 1).

ORGAN AND RESERVE LIFETIMES ALTER
GROWTH RESPONSES—LINK TO LEGACY
EFFECTS
Tree species with short organ and reserve lifetimes show stem
growth responses that are significantly better explained by
current-year environmental conditions than the ones of tree
species with longer such lifetimes (Figure 2). This supports
the link between organ and reserve lifetimes and the strength
of the coupling of growth responses to current environmental
conditions. The longer these lifetimes are the more decoupled
is stem growth from the current conditions, and the less is the
explanatory power of the current conditions for growth. This
finding is in line with studies quantifying the legacy effect of
trees and other biological systems (Anderegg et al., 2015; Ogle
et al., 2015) and showing that strong legacy effects reduce the
explanatory power of current-year conditions and increase the
impact of historic conditions on current physiological processes
and emergent stem growth rates.
Further we find that modeled trees with short organ
lifetimes (acquisitive species) responded more rapidly to abrupt
environmental changes than trees with long organ lifetimes

EXPLORATIVE SETUP
We parameterized the model once for a tree with short organ
and carbon reserve lifetimes and once for a tree with long
lifetimes in order to explore the consequences of different organ
lifetimes for the stem growth responses in trees. This choice
may be a rough simplification of the reality since we do not
expect to find species with having short or long organ and
reserve lifetimes only, but showing a mixture of them e.g., short
leaf lifetimes but long sapwood lifetimes. However, these two
model parameterizations in fact capture a fundamental difference
between fast-growing, acquisitive tree species and slow-growing,
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monopolize canopy gaps in forests are characterized by shorter
leaf lifetimes than shade tolerant tree species that persist in the
shaded understory (Wright et al., 2004; Sterck et al., 2006). In
contrast, those latter species are known for their slower growth
response after an abrupt resource release following a tree fall in
a closed forest (Canham, 1988; Sterck and Bongers, 2001). The
“equilibrium” status for the modeled conservative trees (with
long organ lifetimes) was not even achieved in 20 years in our
simulations (Figure 3), whereas the acquisitive species achieved
this in <5 years. Conservative species with long organ lifetimes
and thus undergoing strong legacy effects are suggested to show
distinctly stronger and longer-lasting decoupling between stem
growth with current environmental conditions (Figure 4) and
thus a lower explanatory power of the environment for growth
than the acquisitive species (Figure 2).
For annual variation in climate, it is also expected that
the annual stem growth of acquisitive species (with short
organ lifetimes) show a close relationship with current climatic
conditions. An example of a tree species with an exceptionally
good match between tree ring width and current year climate
is Toona ciliate (R2 = 0.70), a ring-porous, deciduous, longlived pioneer tree from tropical areas, recently studied in
Thailand (Schippers et al., 2015b). Taking our modeling results
into account, we argue that this high explanatory power of
environmental conditions for stem growth results from the short
lifetimes of leaves (<1 year) and possibly of the functional
sapwood of this tree species. In fact, our modeling scenario
#1 shows that short organ and reserve lifetimes in trees lead
to significantly higher explanatory power of environmental
conditions for growth compared to long ones (Figure 2, Welch
two sample t-test, p << 0.001).
The above simulations (Figures 2–4) were—for simplicity—
based on single parameter settings (see also Table S1) for
short organ lifetimes (acquisitive) and long organ lifetimes
(conservative) species, for which sensitivities to internal and
external controls were kept constant. However, in reality species
may differ in combinations of short and long lifetimes of different
organs and stored reserves and thus potentially cover multiple
combinations of weak and strong legacy effects (Figure 4).
Such ideas however await comparative testing of real data with
many tree species that cover a broad range of functional traits
such as organ lifetimes, potentially underlying a broad gradient
from acquisitive to conservative species (Figure 4). We suggest
to relate tree species with different organ lifetimes, e.g., sapwood
age and longevity of leaves to the explanatory power of currentyear environmental conditions for their respective annual stem
growth. Since stem growth consists of new wood and bark cells
that are not in equal proportions produced (Gricar and Cufar,
2008) and thus containing different information (Zweifel et al.,
2010, 2016), it may be interesting to do such correlation analyses
with both tree ring data and dendrometer-based stem diameter
data. Further, manipulative experimental setups including forest
trees should allow for testing lags in physiological responses on
sudden changes in environmental conditions, e.g., the start or
stop of an irrigation treatment, in relation to organ and reserve
lifetimes. Such testing will also allow to lift the current consensus
on differences between acquisitive to conservative tree species

(conservative species). After a switch from rich to poor
environment, trees with short organ lifetimes performed worse
than control trees under average conditions in organs, reserves,
and growth, with negative stem growth values in the second
year already (Figure 3A). In contrast, trees with long lifetimes
maintained an annual stem growth rate above average for several
years (Figure 3C). Such strong buffering in growth responses of
trees with long organ lifetimes is in line with reports showing
that trees such as pines only slowly reduce their large-sized
crown despite rapid decrease in needle size following poor
conditions (Dobbertin et al., 2010; Feichtinger et al., 2015),
and keep stem growth rates above the average for some time
(Eilmann and Rigling, 2012; Feichtinger et al., 2017). Keeping the
growth increment above the average of a control group (positive
values in our scenarios), however, does not mean that there is
no straight response possible. As reported in Feichtinger et al.
(2017) and also visible in our model tree simulations in Figure 3,
stem growth starts to respond right after the disturbance,
however the long organ lifetime trees do it much slower and
therefore keep increased growth rates above the control for
several years. This seeming discrepancy between maintaining a
high stem growth rates despite poor environmental conditions
appears reasonable in the light of the subtly regulated balance
between leaf to sapwood area, suggesting a close coupling of the
water demanding leaves, and the growth of supporting sapwood
(Schippers et al., 2015b). According to our approach, it is the
consequence of a legacy effect of historic conditions on the status
of organs and reserves, and finally expressed as a relatively weak
growth response to current conditions.
A strong legacy effect seems to be particularly an advantage
when poor years occur occasionally under generally favorable
growth conditions (Figure 3D). Given that trees with long organ
lifetimes thus maintain their vitality during and after extremely
poor events, they may face a lower mortality risk of species than
the ones with short organ lifetimes, as observed, for example
for acquisitive species during and after a drought event in the
Amazon in 2005 (Phillips et al., 2009; Schippers et al., 2015a).
Thus, while trees encountering persistent low resource levels may
have a higher mortality risk (Allen et al., 2010; McDowell and
Sevanto, 2010; Cailleret et al., 2017), we suggest, according to
our model scenario (Figure 2), that such risks are particularly
high for acquisitive species with short organ lifetimes and much
less so for conservative species with long lifetimes. Yet, when
conditions switch from poor to rich, acquisitive trees with short
organ, and reserve lifetimes benefit by their ability to respond
more rapidly to the positive improvement of environmental
conditions (Figure 2). Such a situation for example occurs after a
tree fall in a closed forest, allowing rapid increases in availability
of light, soil nutrients and water (Coomes and Grubb, 1998), and
leading to an advantage in terms of a rapid growth response for
acquisitive tree species hardly affected by legacy effects (Ackerly
and Cornwell, 2007). The short ecological memory in terms
of having not much structural tissues built during a period
of poor conditions (with poor status in terms of supporting
stem growth) allows a quick return to vital organs and high
growth (above average) as soon as conditions become better. It
agrees with the observation that rapidly growing species that
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in relation to fixed resource niches to a more dynamic and
realistic concept of adaptation of trees to dynamic conditions
and their relation to memory effects. Furthermore, any type of
process-oriented tree model could be extended by the proposed
organ lifetime approach, in order to test a potential increase of
simulation quality for (growth) processes. And last but not least,
it would be interesting to see where except in trees the organ
lifetime concept would be able to explain measured variance of
biological processes due to legacy effects.

ideas for different forest biomes by using tree models based on
mass and energy balances including ecological memories in the
form of lifetimes for organs and reserves. Such model validations
and explorations are much required to better understand legacy
effects on growth responses in trees to dynamic environments,
including to the global changes and increasing extreme events
predicted for this century.

CONCLUSIONS

The raw data supporting the conclusions of this manuscript will
be made available by the authors, without undue reservation, to
any qualified researcher.
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